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4Objectives of the study

• Brochure including 10 country factsheets 

+ 1 Europe factsheet

• Synthesis in a presentation mode (+ paper)

• Annexes (explanatory note + documentation)

Products now publicly available at: https://onpe.org/ailleurs/europe/fiches-pays

Compiling

Up-to-date data on:

• Context & Governance

• Statistics & indicators 

• Policies & measures

Disseminating

Communication brochure

• Concise format

• Bilingual FR and EN

• Documentation (sources)

Knowledge on policies 

& measures to tackle 

energy poverty

Fostering experience sharing

http://www.onpe.org/
https://www.eceee.org/library/conference_proceedings/eceee_Summer_Studies/2021/3-policy-finance-and-governance/tackling-energy-poverty-learning-from-the-experience-in-10-european-countries/
https://onpe.org/ailleurs/europe/fiches-pays


6Example (overview of a 4-page factsheet)

http://www.onpe.org/


7The 10 countries covered by the study

France

UK

Italy

Spain

Poland

Romania

Bulgaria

Greece

Germany

Belgium

✓ 29 policy measures 

about energy access

✓ 26 policy measures 

about energy efficiency

✓ More than 70 good 

practices or other 

initiatives

http://www.onpe.org/


8Reading precautions

General precaution:

• Data collection completed by the end of 2020

Precautions on statistics:

• Average values enable an overview, but hide the values’ distribution and therefore the 

differences within each country

• Analysis focused on relative indicators (in %), the trends in absolute values (number of 

households) may differ

• Starting point for a benchmark, but need to cross indicators and other more specific data to 

understand better the causes of energy poverty

• Difficulty to relate the trends in the indicators to the policy measures in place

Precautions on policy measures:

• Non-exhaustive list: selection of main policy measures related to energy poverty (list checked 

with national experts)

http://www.onpe.org/


Context and governance
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Approaches depending on the context (cf. energy prices, building stock)

and political choices (cf. dedicated measures or measures integrated in other policies)

France

Italy SpainPoland

RomaniaBulgaria

Greece

Germany

Belgium

National approaches

Energy poverty addressed as one of the 

aspects of tackling poverty (in general)

Intermediate approach

(recognition of the issue, but no dedicated measure for EE)

Comprehensive approach 

(with dedicated measures for EE)

UK

Measures about energy access in all countries

Few energy efficiency policy measures dedicated to tackling energy poverty

http://www.onpe.org/


12Adoption of a definition = formal recognition of the issue

Definitions often related to the concept of “basic needs”, 

with  variations according to the countries

No definition

GermanyBelgium Bulgaria

Definition under discussion / adoption

Greece Poland

De facto definition (without legal status)

Italy Romania

Official definition

France UKSpain

http://www.onpe.org/
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16National EE policy measures mostly focused on dwellings’ renovation

Example of measure with social criteria: grant rate depending on income level

Example of dedicated measure: eligibility criteria including income thresholds or eligibility 
to social benefits

Overview of the main policy measures (NOT EXHAUSTIVE)

Type of “social dimension” » in the 
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Measures without social criteria 

but deemed affordable to all
1 2 1 1 2

Measures with social criteria 1 2 2 1 2 1

Measures dedicated to tackle 

energy poverty
1 1 2 1 1 3

• EE measures = responsibility of the Regions in Belgium and devolved Nations in UK, which may explain 

the larger number of measures in these countries.

http://www.onpe.org/


17Other points about energy efficiency policy measures

• Few national measures on electrical appliances

• Schemes offering “low-cost” actions (e.g., LED, multi-socket with a switch, 

caulking doors and windows) rather in local initiatives (national measures focused 

on interventions with higher cost)

• Major issue of targeting in the recovery plans (cf. Just Transition)

Renovation works often out of reach for the most vulnerable households who need 

tailored support and aids

http://www.onpe.org/


18Examples of interesting measures

Belgium: complementary measures adapted to 

different profiles / income levels
1) Grant for major renovation works with very 

progressive rates (factor 1 to 6) + 0%-rate loan 
accessible to low-income households (social credit 

institutions), to cover the remaining cost
2) Grant of max. 1,365€ for low-income households for 

“intermediate” works

3) Scheme providing the most vulnerable households 
with tailored support

Poland: Stop Smog programme
National call for projects for 
municipalities to implement local 

programmes 70% funded by the State 
and aimed at helping low-income 
households living in individual houses 

heated with coal, to replace the heating 
systems and insulate the house.

UK: Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards (MEES), obligation of renovation works in 

the private-rented sector
Landlords owning dwellings in energy class F or G must do energy efficiency works of at least €4,100. 

From 2020, this applies even when the tenants stay in place.

http://www.onpe.org/
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20Diversity in the approaches of the local operations identified

Overview of the good practices (cf. page 4) or other initiatives (cf. page 3) included in the factsheets

Type of operation / main objective G
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Aids for energy access 2 1 1 1

Identifying and providing support 1 3

Advice 2 1 1+1 1 3

Renovation of dwellings 3 1 4 2 1 1 1

Replacing / improving heating systems 1 1

Low-cost energy saving actions 1 2 1

Replacing / improving electrical appliances 1

Mobility 2

RES 1 2 1

Networks of actors 1 1 1 1 1 1

Research 1 1 1 2 1 1+1 2 1

Training 1 1 1 1 1

Figures in black and italic = local implementation of European projects

http://www.onpe.org/
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26About observation and knowledge on energy poverty

• Eurostat data = starting point to compare countries

But detailed analyses are needed to understand the differences (especially 

differences in trends)

• Added value of national observatories to centralise and disseminate information, 
and foster experience sharing

• More and more data and knowledge on energy poverty, but still a lack of data 

about policy measures and their results

• Only ONPE provides annual data on policy measures and their results

• Lack of data on policy results + energy poverty being multi-dimensional

= very difficult to distinguish the impact of policies in the trends in energy 

poverty indicators

http://www.onpe.org/


27About policy measures (1)

• Most often the first measures taken to tackle energy poverty are about revenues 

or direct aids to help with energy expenses

• Challenge for energy efficiency measures to tackle energy poverty: renovation 

works are often out of reach for vulnerable households

→ Usefulness of dedicated schemes OR to uprate enough the financial incentives

• Implementing the “Energy Efficiency First” principle = considering long-term and 

multiple benefits (e.g., reducing vulnerability to increase in energy prices, reducing 

fossil fuel imports…)

• Energy poverty = complex issue → good practice = combining approaches or 

measures to provide a comprehensive support

• Identify the relevant elements for a strategy to tackle energy: avoid blind spots

http://www.onpe.org/


28About policy measures (2)

• Targeting of incentives for energy efficiency less developed than targeting of aids 

for energy access

• Different targeting strategies according to the measures / objectives:

– Tackle regressive effects (choice of a broad scope of “low” income) OR Focus on the 

most vulnerable (criteria more complex to set and use)

– “Universal” measures with specific provisions (e.g., different grant rates) OR Dedicated 

measures (cf. eligibility criteria)

• Policy measures in frequent evolution, adapted according to the experience, 

policy priorities and changes in the context (→ factsheets = pictures at a given time)

• Very likely adaptations/developments to come to face the socio-economic crisis 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic

• Current priority at EU level set on renovation, but also increasing inequities

http://www.onpe.org/


Brochure 

Context and schemes to tackle energy poverty in Europe

https://onpe.org/ailleurs/europe/fiches-pays

10 country factsheet Europe factsheet

Documentation annex Explanatory note

Study done by IEECP and ENERDATA for ONPE and ADEME

http://www.onpe.org/
https://onpe.org/ailleurs/europe/fiches-pays

